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FEATURE ARTICLE
BORN IN THE U.S.A.! YEAH,
AND. . .? REVISITING
BIRTHRIGHT CITIZENSHIP
by JUSTIN MCDEVITT

S

ome blast it as “invasion by birth canal”.1 Others defend it as bedrock
Americanism.2 Whichever side of the fence (or the border) the calls come
from, few topics stoke anger as readily as the policy of automatic birthright
citizenship.
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Should the United States grant citizenship to all children born on U.S. soil,
even the children of illegal immigrants? More importantly, does the Constitution contain the right to birthright citizenship?
WHAT DOES

THE

CONSTITUTION SAY

ABOUT

BIRTHRIGHT CITIZENSHIP?

The Citizenship Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment reads: “All persons
born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of the United States.“3 The Supreme Court in 1848 held
that “persons of color” could not be citizens of the United States,4 even those
who are born on U.S. soil.5 The amendment, one of the “Civil War Amendments”, was Congress’s rejection of the Dred Scott decision.6 It silenced those
who questioned whether birthright citizenship should apply to all Americans
or only to white people.7
But the controversy of interpretation arises from the caveat in the middle of
the clause. What exactly did the drafters of the amendment mean by “and
subject to the jurisdiction thereof”? Those in favor of birthright citizenship
usually read this as an exemption for the children of diplomats, enemy soldiers,
and Native American tribes, recognized as sovereign or quasi-sovereign at the
time.8 To those holding this view, jurisdiction means simply the requirement
to obey the laws of the land.9
Those opposed to this view, however, dismiss it as over-simplified.10 Instead,
they equate jurisdiction with the English common law principle of allegiance.11 If one’s allegiance lies elsewhere than the United States, one cannot
be “subject to the jurisdiction” of the U.S., and would not have access to
citizenship through birth in it.12 The distinction is between jus soli (“right of
soil”) and jus sanguinis (“right of blood”).13 Does citizenship extend to children based on the citizenship of their parents or on their place of birth?
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The Supreme Court answered this question in part in 1898. In United States v.
Wong Kim Ark, the Court held that a child of Chinese immigrant parents was
indeed a U.S. citizen under the Fourteenth Amendment because he was born
on U.S. soil.14 Those opposed to universal birthright citizenship, however,
point out that Wong Kim Ark’s parents were legal immigrants. Thus, they
assert, the Supreme Court has never clearly ruled on the issue of whether the
children of illegal immigrants are citizens upon their birth within the United
States.15
Decades later, the Court reinforced Wong Kim Ark in a footnote to a case
involving undocumented immigrants.16 That case, some argue, did not involve
the Citizenship Clause but the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.17 Furthermore, the case did not require the Court to make that
distinction, leading one scholar to call the footnote “pure dictum – a gratuitous statement unnecessary to the decision of the case.”18
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WHAT SHOULD
CITIZENSHIP?

THE

CONSTITUTION SAY

ABOUT

BIRTHRIGHT

Whatever the constitutional status of current policy may be, much of the discussion centers on what people believe the law should be.19 This other half of
the coin draws an entirely unique set of arguments - practical, legal, historical,
and moral.
On the one hand, supporters of birthright citizenship – and even some detractors – agree that abolishing it would not fix the problem of illegal immigration.20 Instead, it could very likely grow the undocumented population.21 It
could also create cultural apartheid22 and even a caste system formed around
parentage.23 Others argue that the children themselves have done nothing
wrong and should not be punished for the illegal acts of their parents.24
On the other hand, critics argue that granting birthright citizenship is outdated in a world so easy to navigate.25 For example, as Sen. Jeff Sessions told
reporters, “I’m not sure exactly what the drafters of the amendment had in
mind, but I doubt it was that somebody could fly in from Brazil and have a
child and fly back home with that child, and that child is forever an American
citizen.”26 Instead, as Rep. Duncan Hunter recently articulated at a rally, “it
takes more than walking across the border to be an American citizen. It’s
what’s in our souls.”27
WHAT EFFECTS WOULD ABOLISHING BIRTHRIGHT CITIZENSHIP HAVE?

A Pew Hispanic Center study recently found that around 340,000 children
were born in 2008 to at least one undocumented parent.28 These births accounted for approximately eight percent of all births in the U.S. in 2008.29
Because of high fertility rates and other demographic factors, this percentage is
likely to continue increasing.30 So it appears that any change to current law
would affect millions of people directly and all Americans indirectly.
Scholars and researchers of all political stripes have offered numerous conjectures about the practical effect of switching from a jus soli to a pure jus
sanguinis system of citizenship. One of the chief arguments for abolishing
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birthright citizenship is that it would turn back the tide of illegal border crossings by removing a tangible – and valuable – incentive.31
Roy Beck, executive director of NumbersUSA, an immigration-reduction organization, told Bloomberg News, “You can’t give away your citizenship so
cavalierly.”32 Similarly, Prof. Lino A. Graglia writes that birthright citizenship
is “the greatest possible inducement to illegal entry.”33 “They come here to
drop a child,” echoed Senator Lindsey Graham to Fox News.34
Yet the alarmist rhetoric35 is often dismissed as partisan posturing.36 Many
migration experts attribute the influx not to the allure of an American passport, but to the lack of opportunity in immigrants’ home countries.37
Former U.S. Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, a Republican whose grandparents, he admits, immigrated under questionable circumstances, agrees.38 In
an interview with Bloomberg News, he offered, “I don’t think many people
coming into this country and crossing without documentation do so to become citizens. They come to this country to provide for themselves and their
families a better life.”39
It is unclear what impact abandoning birthright citizenship would realistically
have on unauthorized immigration flows.40 As Michael Wildes, an immigration lawyer and former mayor of Englewood, New Jersey, put it in an interview with Fox News, “America has always been a beacon to immigrants.”41
The strongest case that opponents of birthright citizenship then make is that
illegal immigrants and their children are a drain on public resources.42 Recently, former House Minority Leader John Boehner, speaking on NBC’s Meet
the Press, added his influential voice to the fray: “In certain parts of our country, clearly our schools, our hospitals are being overrun by illegal immigrants –
a lot of whom came here just so their children could become U.S. citizens.”43
There is data to suggest that undocumented immigrants consume more government resources than they contribute. While they, according to one estimate, pay roughly $16 billion in federal taxes a year, they also cost the federal
government $26 billion in services.44
But changing the system would have its own costs. Eliminating automatic
birthright citizenship would also eliminate the automatic element. This means
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that all parents giving birth in the U.S. would now be required to prove their
child’s right to citizenship, a new burden for citizen parents.45 It would require
a new bureaucracy and both state and local regulation.46 Ending birthright
citizenship, therefore, would lead to bigger government.
In addition, Prof. Jennifer Van Hook of Pennsylvania State University
presented a study by the Migration Policy Institute, which estimates that shifting to a policy of jus sanguinis would increase the undocumented population in
the U.S. anywhere between 44 percent and 250 percent by 2050.47 Prof. Van
Hook found that “[e]ven assuming an immediate and complete halt in new
illegal immigration, repeal of birthright citizenship would generate a large
U.S.-born unauthorized population that has the potential to grow.”48 This
implies marked increases in government spending both in border control and
in the investigation and removal of an even larger body of undocumented immigrants than at present.49 Thus, the net cost is also unclear.
Critics of the current policy also argue that immigration on today’s scale erodes
the identity and facilitates the cultural breakup of America.50 The United
States has always struggled to incorporate waves of new immigrants.51 But
supporters of birthright citizenship argue that it actually encourages assimilation.52 And because more and more Americans have roots in the immigrant
experience,53 even discussing abandoning jus soli has the potential to offend a
large group of voters.54
Instead, birthright citizenship gives immigrants and their children a stake in
their new country, supporters argue.55 One survey found that 98 percent of
undocumented immigrants wanted to learn English.56 Without that investment, one writer for the Economist warns, “You end up with a lot of resentful,
displaced young people who are permanently differentiated. . .and have nowhere to ‘return’ to.”57 These proponents of maintaining birthright citizenship
point to recent immigrant unrest in France as an indication of what may come
if the U.S. adopts equally restrictive policies.58
WHAT WOULD IT TAKE

TO

ABOLISH BIRTHRIGHT CITIZENSHIP?

Indicative of how contentious the birthright citizenship debate is, the two sides
are even at loggerheads on how current policy could legally be changed.59 On
its face, it would seem that another constitutional amendment is necessary to
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repeal the Citizenship Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.60 However, as
previously stated, many (if not most) proponents of abandoning birthright
citizenship contend that the Supreme Court has merely misinterpreted the Citizenship Clause.61 In that case, today’s Supreme Court could overturn current
policy simply by declaring that the Citizenship Clause does not confer automatic citizenship to the children of illegal immigrants.62
To this effect, legislators in Congress and in state legislatures have recently
introduced bills that seek to restrict or abolish birthright citizenship.63 They do
this hoping that it will force the Supreme Court to decide the applicability of
the Citizenship Clause to the children of illegal immigrants.64 In the
meantime, Rep. Hunter has suggested that immigration officials should deport
citizen children of undocumented parents if the parents themselves are being
deported.65
IS MEANINGFUL REFORM POSSIBLE?

No immigration discussion is complete without a nod to securing the borders66 and enforcing already existing immigration laws.67 Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano – herself a border state governor before
assuming her current post – and other federal and state officials have pled for
Congress to take up comprehensive immigration reform.68 In fact, many politicians attribute the growing cry for the repeal of the Citizenship Clause to
federal inaction.69
To complicate matters, immigration reform is not a purely domestic issue. As
Douglas Massey of the Mexican Migration Project testified before the Senate
Judiciary Committee, “[D]ata clearly indicate[s] that Mexican immigration is
not and has never been out of control. It rises and falls with labor demand.”70
Part of the solution, therefore, would be a greater dedication to the development of neighboring economies, particularly in Central America.71 That may
be a hard sell to critics who believe the problem can be fixed with a sturdy
border fence.72
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WHERE DOES

THE

UNITED STATES GO

FROM

HERE?

Few countries practice automatic birthright citizenship today. In fact, as a
Center for Immigration Studies report recently found, “The United States and
Canada are the only advanced economies in the world which (sic) grant automatic birthright citizenship to children of illegal and temporary aliens.”73 Interestingly, the same study finds that almost every country in the Americas does
practice it.74
In Chile, for example, Prof. Macarena Rodriguez, a specialist in immigration
law at Alberto Hurtado University in Santiago, notes a similar dilemma. “The
Chilean Constitution says that everyone born in Chile is a chileno,” excluding
only the children of diplomats and of “transient foreigners”.75 The problem,
she says, is that unelected administrative officials decide who qualifies as “transient foreigners”, often drawing protests of discrimination.76
The United States of America has never been afraid to be unique, especially
when it comes to welcoming outsiders. As leading immigration scholar Prof.
Cristina Rodriguez writes, “[I]f ever there were a case for maintaining American exceptionalism, the 14th Amendment is it.”77 And, while even the kindest
host may close the door eventually, it should still be done politely.
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